
For over 30 years, AMX has been a leading provider of control system solutions. The key to an intuitive control system is the 

user interface and AMX provides a wide selection of sizes and styles to fit any application. Modero G5 Touch Panels have an 

elegant industrial design with fully customizable control interfaces enabling intuitive user selections that greatly simplify 

complicated technology interactions. ControlPads and Keypads deliver room automation experiences in a traditional, user-

friendly package. Apps from TPControl transform mobile devices or PCs into fully functional touch panels for situations 

when a dedicated touch panel is not suitable. Together, these technologies create a portfolio of user interfaces capable of 

enhancing any environment.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

AMX USER INTERFACES

User Interface Solutions from the Leader in Control

SINGLE POINT OF CONTROL. A control panel integrates all the functionality you need into a single interface. Streamline 
meeting spaces, classrooms, briefing rooms, auditoriums and more with intuitive user selections that get complicated 
technology interactions out of the way.

WE INVENTED THE CONTROL PANEL. AMX invented the world's first touch panel dedicated to room automation in 1988 
and has led control panel innovation ever since. Today, AMX control panels are used in the top corporate, government, 
and education spaces in the world. That's why you can trust AMX to automate your environment, making it more 
effective and efficient.

MORE SECURE. Facilities around the world place their trust in the industry-leading security of AMX control systems. 
The NX and Modero platforms include the same enhanced cybersecurity features found in leading IT technologies.

QUICKLY FIND AND SCHEDULE AVAILABLE ROOMS. Acendo Book directly integrates and synchronizes with the most 
popular scheduling platforms and, through a highly intuitive, easy to use interface, enables rooms to be located and 
booked quickly and easily.

A LOOK THAT COMPLEMENTS YOUR BRAND.  One of the first things someone will notice when coming into your facility 
is the device you use to control the technology in the room. A beautifully designed control panel is sure to make the 
perfect first impression on your client.
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MASSIO AND METREAU KEYPADS 

Keypads are simple control interfaces that allow you to interact with all the technology in your 
room via intuitive and tactile buttons. A single button press can initiate a macro that can set all 
the technology in your room to a single preset. AMX makes keypads in a variety of looks, colors, 
and button arrangements.

MODERO G5 TOUCH PANELS

Available as 20" tabletop and 10" or 7" tabletop or wall mount models, the new AMX Modero G5 
Series touch panels allow users to control their environments via a beautiful interface that is 
now more affordable than ever. Modero G5 is built for usability, offering edge-to-edge capacitive 
touch glass with multi-touch capabilities. A Quad-Core processor provides fast and smooth 
animations and transitions and provides more than enough processing power to run the most 
demanding applications today and in the future. For added flexibility, a Modero G5 panel can be 
deployed as a control panel or as an Acendo Book scheduling panel using a built-in configuration 
tool - no additional software, programming or cost is required.

ACENDO BOOK SCHEDULING PANELS 

Acendo Book Touch Panels are standalone scheduling panels that integrate directly with popular 
room scheduling software like Microsoft Exchange, Office 365, and Google Calendar without 
additional system hardware requirements. Available in 10" and 7" models with a wide variety 
of mounting options, Acendo Book is ideal for businesses of all sizes wishing to optimize room 
utilization by implementing facility-wide room scheduling. For added flexibility, a Modero G5 
panel can be deployed as an Acendo Book scheduling panel or as a control panel using a built-in 
configuration tool - no additional software, programming or cost is required.

MASSIO CONTROLPADS 

ControlPads combine AMX NX controller technology and a stylish keypad into a single unit to 
provide dedicated room control. Massio ControlPads provide high performance, intuitive usability 
and modern styling, and are simple to configure using AMX's Rapid Project Maker or custom 
programmed using NetLinx Studio software.

TOUCH PANEL CONTROL 

TPControl enables Apple iOS, Android, or Windows devices to transform into fully functional 
touch panels for controlling AMX system platforms. Licenses are available for single devices or 
BYOD environments and are easily administered with the TPCloud management portal.

TPC-TPI-PRO 

The TPC-TPI-PRO In-room Presentation Management System enables users to preview multiple 
video sources and control their presentation and presentation environment from a single, third-
party touch panel interface, running on any Windows 8.1 PC or above. It is ideal for supporting 
legal, healthcare, higher education, network operating center (NOC) and other applications 
requiring simple, effective and efficient presentation management.

Learn more at amx.com/product_families/user-interfaces


